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The Stages of the Quest
Through the Archetypal Gauntlet of Life Part 1
The Early Stages – “The Call to Adventure” through “Temptation”
Crystal Anzalone MS, LMHP, LPC, NCC
“A Hero is someone who has given his or her life to
something bigger than oneself" -- Joseph Campbell
We have devoted the last four quarterly releases of
INsightOUT in explanation and exhortation of the
three stages of growth (Preparation, Journey, and
Return) in the development of our identity (Ego, Soul,
and Self), and the archetypal texture which defines our
journey (Innocent, Orphan, Warrior, Caregiver, Seeker,
Destroyer, Lover, Creator, Ruler, Magician, Sage, and
Jester). Now we endeavor to put these components
into perspective with the granular stages that deliver
us in our quest for wholeness. Joseph Campbell’s 17
stages illustrate the Quest we are compelled to embark
on. It begins with that moment when we are
awakened to The Call of Adventure that awaits us “out
there.”
The Ordinary World is the Hero’s home, the safe haven
upon which the Unknown World and the Journey’s
outcome must be validated. Areas of contrast may
include the Unknown World’s physical and emotional
characteristics, its rules and inhabitants, as well as the
Hero’s actions and growth when traveling beyond the
limits of his indigenous safeguards.
The Ordinary World allows us a prolific view of the
Hero in embryonic form prior to the Journey. We
identify with his or her
humanity
as
we
experience their fears,
their motivations, their
impulses
and
indifference. In this way,
we are allowed to
witness
the
Journey
through the Hero’s eyes.

The Ordinary World opens our perception of the Hero’s
proclivities, inclinations, and challenges, while
contrasting unique characteristics and flaws that make him
or her three-dimensional. The Hero’s inner and outer
problems are often established, but they are not static
and can adapt to the demands of the Journey.
The beginning of every journey involves a problem or
Central Dramatic Question that disrupts the Ordinary
World. The Hero must enter the Unknown World to
solve the problem, answer the dramatic question, and
return equilibrium.
Stage I: The Call to Adventure initiates the story by
overturning the amenity of the Hero’s Ordinary World,
presenting an uninvited, yet compelling challenge or
quest that demands attention. The Call sets the
Ordinary World askew, and establishes the perilous
consequences if the challenge is spurned. Sometimes
the call is met with enthusiasm and other times the call
is dreaded. Whether voluntarily or not, the journey
demands our participation.
Stage II: The Refusal of the Call is a fragile threshold
and the essential stage that emphasizes the risks
involved in the commitment the Journey necessitates.
Often the refusal illuminates the Hero’s humanity and
reveals his or her initial vulnerability. Without risk,
danger, or the likelihood of failure, the journey would
not produce the transcendent change that awaits them.
Stage III: Supernatural Aid is the first encouragement
on the quest. The embryonic Hero often receives their
bearing by coming upon a wise Sage who fulfilled
their own journey and mastered the rules of the
Unknown World. This supernatural insight often equips
the Hero with wisdom, other times it is a tangible

talisman such as a map, a logbook, hieroglyphics, a
ring, or a key with intricate detail. In every instance it
is something the Hero needs to succeed. As Joe
Campbell says, “One has only to know and trust, and the
ageless guardians will appear.”

here that the Hero must prepare themselves for the
greater Ordeals yet to come. This Initiation into the
Unknown World also tests the Hero’s commitment to
the Journey, and asks the poignant questions to affirm
whether he or she can succeed.

Stage IV: Crossing the First Threshold is the initial
test of the developing Hero and begins with a certain
grandeur. There is a high level of confidence and fresh
hope in the quest. The Hero does not yet see the
inevitable outcome, that before the journey is over, he
will have to sacrifice his needs, his wants, and even
the glory of the odyssey. He is in for a substantial
transformation of consciousness. This is the fruit of
the trials he will endure.

Stage VII: The Meeting with the god/goddess is a
respite in the wake of the Road of Trials. The Union of
Opposites is the consolidation of Self. On the quest, the
Hero may meet a powerful male or female figure with
whom they find unity and bonding of some kind. The
god/goddess may be a mystical or supernatural being
or they may be an ordinary person with whom the
Hero gains support and synergy. Joining with the
god/goddess may indicate unconditional and perfect
love.

Stage V: The Belly of the Whale experience is the
final stage of separation from the Ordinary World. It is
sometimes described as the Hero’s lowest point, but it
is actually a flashpoint where the Hero enters liminal
space, making transition between worlds (inner and
outer) and self. The separation has been fully
recognized between the old world and old self and the
potential for a new world/self. The experiences that
will shape the new world and self is often symbolized
by something dark, unknown, and frighteningly
symbolic of the unconscious realm. By entering this
stage, the Hero shows his willingness to undergo a
metamorphosis, to die to him or herself.
The grandeur which begins for the Hero as he or she
crosses the threshold is annihilated by the necessary
death the Hero must face. This death, burial, and
resurrection is the fundamental transcendence the
Hero must pass through. What is unconscious
becomes conscious at this juncture. It is here the Hero
transcends his own nature.
Stage VI: The Road of Trials is the genesis stage of
tempering and refining the Hero. He/she progresses
through a series of tests, tasks, trials, & ordeals that they
must undergo to initiate their seminal transformation.
The Hero forges alliances,
confronts enemies, and his or
her own Shadow-self, as they
learn the rules of the Unknown
World.
The Hero must discern who
can be trusted. Allies are
earned, a trusted confidante
may join up, or an entire Hero
Team forged. Enemies and
Villains are encountered. A
Rival might emerge to challenge the Hero’s goal. It is

Stage VIII: Temptation can
come in many forms for the
Hero, yet, often for a man it is
offered in female form. “The
Woman and Apple” have been
used as a metaphor for the
physical or material temptations
of life. The purpose of the
temptation is to test (and hence
demonstrate) the integrity of the
Hero by placing easy gratification or other gain in their
path. By refusing this, the Hero demonstrates him or
herself true to Heroic values and their dedication
above all else to the achievement of the primary goal.
This stage is about material temptations that may lead
the Hero to abandon or stray from his or her quest.
These are the first 8 stages of the Heroes Journey. Each
stage renders an escalating challenge manifesting a
deeper dimension to the Hero. It is scarcely noticed,
but slow, incremental changes are at play in him/her.
We will continue with the 17 stages and look at the
cathartic turning point of the Heroes Journey in the
next issue of INsightOUT.

Please contact us if you would like to discover or
explore your own personal journey. We will assist as
professional guides and allow your own story to
emerge. Just text or call us for more information
regarding the Heroes Journey: 402-598-8511.
Attentively,

